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THE GARDEN WHISTLE

CGRG President’s Ramblings
Thank you for allowing me to be your president for
another term, it is humbling.
Well we have come out the other side of this Covid
thing just to find the fat lady has not sung yet
(slightly unPC)
There appears to be a wee sting in its tail
How that affects us will come out over the next
couple of months
Now the winter weather is upon us and we are snug
in our homes, time turns to thinking about the spring
and summer to come
Now is the time to plan for that period and gather
nuts (sorry items) you require to turn dreams into
reality (refer vision statement)
I used the last month to do some of that and you will
see some of that in What’s he been up to this time
I am working on improving the U drive layout and
planning to work on the club one next as well as
tunnel build for the layout
Through our new committee we will announce future
meetings and events and working bees and the like
We have had our AGM and I feel it went as well as I
hoped it would, while some are disappointed that we

require rules because we have not needed them for
thirty years, and they are correct, the club worked in
a way, but some did not play nice and ruined that.
We now have a process for now and into the future
as a guideline for current and future members of the
group
I do not know about you but I am excited about the
show in October and the Convention 2021, I unlike
many actually love dealing and talking to the public
( well talking to anyone actually) about trains, G
scale in particular , it is a great opportunity to
promote our scale
Looking forward to hearing from you all over the
next wee while about those things you wish your
new committee try resolve
I am looking forward to catching up with you all as
time and circumstances allow
And just a quick note to say a huge thank you to Ian
and Ann for the brilliant support they have given the
club in the past year. I deeply appreciate it as I am
sure you all do
Yours in the Garden and on the work bench
Andrew Wilson

What’s he up to Now?
Andrew Wilson, West Melton

This is an LGB dealer sign I purchased several years ago, I have Finally hung it up
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This is the Grain silo complex I am working on. I have now decided on its final placing and are putting the
pipework and associated vignette'’ together

This is the Rotokohu Station sign, the Station was half way between Reefton and Inangahua Junction
Station pulled down in 70’s, sign placed on bridge, bridge replaced by culverts in 2000’s. I purchased it from a local
farmer
I have stripped the old white paint off and have protected the outline of the original lettering
A bit more prep then two coats of paint to go
Future project work started is the bridges for the U Drive layout and the branch line tunnel for the garden layout/
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Christchurch Garden Railway Group
Committee Profiles
Following AGM Elections

President
Hi, my name is Andrew J Wilson and I am the
Groups President for the ensuing period to the next
AGM in 2021
I live in West Melton with my wife Nicola and our
fat cat Calliope. My three children have all grown up
and left home and I am now a grandad to wee Charlie
who I plan to shower gifts of trains on.
My interest in G scale came as you know, in my
ramblings when my good friend, Jim brought a
Climax and introduced me to large scale trains
Twenty years and two hundred plus items in my
collection later, I am well and truly hooked. At
present I am building my fourth Railway, bigger and
better than before as an operational coal railway
based loosely on the West Coast of New Zealand,
think Merv Smith’s Piki Piki tramway on steroids,
“The Wilson Valley Railroad”
My goal this coming year is to get this railway to
operational standards and be part of the 2021
Convention tour, also to organise some fish n chip
meets during the working week for members
I will continue my monthly ramblings and “What’s
he up to this time detailing my latest modelling
attempts
Looking forward to a great year with an awesome
group of modellers

Secretary/Editor
Ian Galbraith. I married Ann in 1965 and started
railway modelling, NZR 1:64 scale in 1969 as a
member of the Hastings Model Railway Club. Was
Chairman of the 1974 Model Railway Convention in
Hastings.
We shifted to the Wairarapa in 1981 and I called a
meeting which resulted in the formation of The
Wairarapa Railway Modellers where I was secretary/
editor for thirty years. I was Secretary of the 1992
Model Railway Convention held in Masterton.
Ann and I moved to Rangiora in 2012 following my
retirement in 2006. We have a son and daughter-inlaw and grandson in Christchurch as well as our
daughter.
We attended Garden Railway Conventions in Las
Vegas and Denver and have been involved in running
four Garden Railway Conventions in NZ.
I had a forty-four year involvement with the
NZAMRC serving as Area Rep, Secretary, Vice

President, Assistant Treasurer and twelve years as
Completion Committee Chairman.
I started in G Scale in 2005 and had an extensive
layout in Masterton. This was uplifted and all items
were shipped to Rangiora where a new railway was
started. Recent changes have been made and details
are now work in progress

Treasurer
David Day
Hi all, just a quick bit of info about me as your new
treasurer for the Garden Railway Group for those
who don’t know me.
I was for about some 50 years working as a self
employed builder, building new houses, alterations &
repairs with multiple staff numbers as required for
various projects around the South Island.
We were also involved with shop fit outs in
Wellington, Auckland, Invercargill & Sydney for
Kathmandu retail shops.
Our last major project was to earthquake proof &
paint the shops in New Regent St. After earthquake
proofing 3 of the shops & repairing them we were to
start painting the day the earthquakes hit & that was
the end of that project. The shops we earthquake
proofed were fine, but the rest of them were a bit sad.
After that I decided to build 6 of the shops in G scale
for the train lay out.
I went into semi retirement about 4 years ago & liked
it so much I took up the job full time.
I have been in the Christchurch Garden Railway
Group for some time now & have enjoyed every
moment of it. To me it is the sort of club where a few
people with the same interests can get together on a
running day, run some of your gear, have a natter,
cup of tea & have an enjoyable day
If you are having any problems with your lay out or
running gear there is always someone who can sort it
for you and help you on the way.. I can see the club
going ahead in the future and with the Convention
next year we are in for a very exciting time and
getting to know a lot of people.
I don’t intend to stay in this position for the here &
after, but I will give it my best shot until the next
A.G.M.
I intend to stay around in the club for a long time yet
(I will need that time to start building my layout)
watch this space.
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Committee Member
Bill Stanley
Background & G scale goals.
I was born in Christchurch, and have lived in
Auckland 25 years, and Thailand 5 years, before
returning to Christchurch in 2003.
Most of my working career was in the pharmaceutical
industry in marketing and management.
As a child I was given by my Grandfather ( who
worked for NZR ) a Hornby train set, hence starting
the interest in trains.
We moved to our current location in Lincoln in 2016
which had a great area to develop our railway and has
also allowed more time to be spent on this project.
Our “Pirfic Station” is around 60% complete, it is my
goal to have it 80% by the time of our convention
2021.

Committee Member
Andrew Hamers,
I have been in the Garden Railway Group in
Christchurch since my very first purchase in 2000. I
started out with just an engine, a Milwaukee AristoCraft Pacific. I purchased it at the Big Train show at
Pioneer stadium having patiently waited for it drop in
price every hour until I could afford it. Being an

apprentice carpenter at the time $325 was still a lot of
money and I needed a loan from my mother to buy
petrol that week to get to work. But that was the start
of G Scale for me.
Soon after I met up with the train club and attended
meetings on a regular basis. Making semi regular
purchases as a single man. 99% of my now collection
is either Aristo-Craft or USA trains, I like big trains. I
enjoy running them and sharing them with my family
and friends. In more recent years having started a
family, priorities change and my railway ambitions
have taken a back seat. Now having 2 sons I have
indoctrinated them into the world of trains. Our
oldest Oliver has a keen interest and with the passing
of time I have come to allow him more and more
freedom with Dad’s trains.
Our next journey together is to start our new railway
having moved from our last residence the old railway
is a distant memory of the past. Having volunteered
to join the committee as a way of getting more
involved my only premise is to encourage us as a
group to gravitate to what we are, a group of people
who are like minded individuals and families who
share their enjoyment of large scale trains in
whatever form that may take. And encourage others
to partake in the Monthly Sunday afternoon ritual of
dusting off a train, taking it along, having a run and
enjoying a cuppa at the end of it.

The Silent Generation
This is a powerful testament to who we are, what we achieved, how we lived, and how we have expressed our
undying belief in ourselves … we are the last true citizens!
Born in the 1930s and early 40s, we exist as a very special age cohort. We are the silent
generation. We
are the smallest number of children born since the early 1900s. We are the last ones. Let you younger ones
understand …
We are the last generation to experience an interlude when there were no existential threats to our homeland.
We came of age in the 40s and early 50s. The war was over, and the Cold War, terrorism, Martin Luther
King, civil rights, technological upheaval, global warming, and perpetual economic insecurity had yet to haunt
life with insistent unease.
Only our generation can remember both a time of apocalyptic war and a time when our world was secure and
full of bright promise and plenty. We have lived through both.
We grew up at the best possible time, a time when the world was getting better, not worse.
We are the Silent Generation, the last ones.
The last of us was born in 1944, more than 99.9% of us are either retired or dead, and all of us believe we
grew up in the best of times!!!
(Reprinted from the Hastings Model Railway Club Newsletter)
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Christchurch Garden Railway Group
Show and Tell

Following afternoon tea at the conclusion of the AGM there was a short Show and Tell session

Dennis Lindsay had his American freight depot. This was one of six assembled by The Canterbury Constructors Group. Dennis cut out the 3mm ply walls and members of the group then fished them. Dennis chose
board and batten cladding whilst others used differing finishes. The doors, windows and chimney were 3D
printed by Ian Galbraith

John Lammiman showed of his latest purchase, a USA Trains NW-2
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Bill Stanley’s scratch-built General Store and Andrew Wilson’s Signal box both have windows printed by Ian
Galbraith

Brian Heward & Noel Collingwood look on while Dennis Lindsay and Kabita Whale set up to demonstrate
their method of producing corrugated roofing
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New Railway Under Construction
Mel Sanders, Clifton, Christchurch

The railway is located on the hills in Christchurch, so
I have been able to use natural contours to make
gradients incorporating bridges, tunnels, and a
viaduct (presently under construction).
The railway is approximately 100 meters long and
comprises an east and west end, joined by a 17-metre
long wall which has some graffiti type art on it done
by a friend’s daughter. It is basically a big weaving
loop with a small station and siding area as well as a
reversing loop.
I am planning to use short trains, so gradients are
steep - in one brief place up to 5%. This has been
tested and works ok with the small LGB Stainz loco
pulling four or five small carriages. Larger
locomotives can of course pull more. The track will

be electrified and most of my gear is LGB. The
minimum radius is R3 in LGB language or 1238mm.
There are 2 tunnels which are often inhabited by the
neighbour’s cat and a 2400mm long bridge (yet to be
completed). The most challenging part is underway
which is the construction of a 180-degree arched
curved viaduct on a gradient. This has been done by
inserting polystyrene cut out arches between curved
plywood boxing and then using reinforcing steel rods
and concrete. At the time of writing the concrete is
still setting, so the test as to how it turns out is yet to
be seen when the boxing is removed!!
The Covid 19 lock down coupled with good autumn
weather has certainly helped progress and I enclose
some photos to give you an idea of progress.

See this railway during the 12th National Garden Railway Convention, 6-8 February 2021

West end rails laid 3 March 2020
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2 April 2020

3 April 2020
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East end April 2020

Viaduct planning, April 2020
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Viaduct construction, April 2020
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Fitting Roller Bearings
Michael Hilliar, Manurewa, Auckland

A good number of us are attracted to ‘G’ scale
because of the size; the bigger the better, and there is
a group of us who like to run the largest trains
possible, but this comes with a heavy cost of drawbar
pull weight.
When I first started with my LGB
Moguls, I was going to run trains of 10 bogie wagons
plus engine, something like 20 feet of train; but I was
beginning to be concerned with the drawbar
weight.
An LGB ‘G’ scale boxcar isn’t a light
vehicle; get a long train of them and then you now
dealing with a serious weight issue, to ease this
problem I built my railway with a fairly level track
and even then with my large garden I ended up with
the longest passing loop of only 18ft.
When I purchased my secondhand LGB/Aster K28;
here was a powerful looking engine that should be
able to pull 2 to 3 times the allocated 9 bogie box cars
to it. It has been converted to battery power [20 AAs]

but I was only getting a limited running time on my
fairly level track and I was still very concerned with
that drawbar pull on the gearboxes etc. [it has two
motors and gearboxes]; I don’t know if these have
spares available? I understand several Bachmann
engines also suffer this gearbox problem when used
on long trains.
Several years ago, the NZR 9mm scale boys I
understand were having trouble with their larger
engines pulling scale length trains that mostly were
made up with white metal wagons. They were later
converted to ball bearings fixing one problem, free
rolling stock and then creating another; rolling stock
that won’t stay where you left it unless its dead
flat. Us; working outside will have an extra problem
with the wind blowing the free running unbraked
wagons down the track; chocks will be needed. Also,
there could be another potential hazard with a

Set up for drilling out the bogie side frames for the roller bearings
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runaway on a graded track; which could turn it
into a rollercoaster?
I have just converted 13 of my box cars to these
Chinese roller bearings which have an outside
diameter of 6.5mm, internal of 3mm for the axel and
are 6mm wide and available from https://
www.aliexpress.com/item/32221546504.html?
spm=a2g0s.9042311.0.0.27424c4dUAGJ3a
A drill press is a must and a jig needs to be
constructed to give uniformity for the new bearings.
The jig for the LGB bar framed goods bogies is a lot
easier because the side frame has flats that can be
used to register a flat base to work from. Other type
of bogies will be more difficult to find a flat surface
to register a level working surface. As you can see
from the picture the jig is fairly simple; made from
MDF. The strips are a tight fit between the axel
boxes and the bolster so when assembled there is no
movement; precision is a must. Use the 4 bogie sides
at both ends when assembling the jig to make sure the
base strips are parallel.
The Jig with a bogie in it was then lined up with the
drill chuck using a 3.5mm drill and once in position
securely clamped in place

I used a 6.6mm drill for push in fit as a 6.5 drill bit is
just too tight in case you need to remove the bearing
again.
Fortunately, my drill press has a depth gauge but if
yours doesn’t you will need to come up with a stop as
you will need to drill down about 5mm leaving at
least 1mm proud to keep the wheel from touching the
bogie frames.
I did find a slight variation in the different bogies
which had been manufactured over the years so there
was bit of adjustment is needed in the bearing depth
to stop the bogie sides clamping the wheel.
I also found variations in drilling the plastic with the
drill grabbing especially at the bottom, so requiring
the frame to be securely held down. The drill was run
at its fastest speed with a slow feed. If it did grab for
most times it was at the bottom of the cut; and if I
ended up with a deeper hole than I required; I would
pack out/adjust the bearing with 6mm washers.
Hopefully you have found this informative but as I
stated earlier there are benefits and hazards of fitting
these roller bearings.
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Dubh Eas Viaduct 3 – Adding the Superstructure
John Boyson – Pokeno

Fitting the connecting baseboard and track connection. N.B. This was another temporary fit only to allow the connecting track to be
cut to size and its location to be marked on the board ready for gluing down.
This article has been prepared for joint publication in the Garden
Whistle and G1MRA NZ newsletter.
Photos provided by the author.
Having completed the span beams, the next job was to construct
the viaduct deck support infrastructure and fencing.
For the reasons explained in the first article, this started with the
main span. I have created an excel spreadsheet which calculates
offsets along a curve. All that has to be entered is the radius and
the chainage from the tangent point of the curve which in the
case of the main span is its centre. Thus the maximum curve
offset from the tangent point will be half the span length. This
was further divided by two with the track being offset by this
amount at the middle of the span and the other half on the
opposite side at each end. In this way the track is centred on the
beams as far as is practicable with offsets from the span
centreline kept to a minimum.

The diagram below shows how this works.
Having completed the main span, the side spans were tackled
next. These were even more complicated. Essentially the off set
at the span ends adjoining the main span had to match the main
span’s offset at the ends. At the abutments the cross beams are
central with no offset.
Thus at each pier, the offset lessened from the main span.
However being a curved viaduct, the offsets increased and
decreased within each span to form the curve.
To work all this out, I created a further spreadsheet and
calculated the offset for each cross beam throughout the
structure.
Diagram 2 below should provide more clarity:
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Diagram 1: Main span showing relationship of track and cross beams to span centre line

Main span with cross beams installed
The offsets were scribed on each cross beam just prior to
soldering them in position again checking that each beam was at
90 degrees to the side span beams.
Having completed this intellectual brain exercise (important at
my stage of life – use it or lose it is one of the maxims I
follow!), the side spans were connected up by soldering
connecting plates onto the span beam end plates. The inside of

the curve was done first since these abutted. The connected
spans were then aligned to the line of the curve using the offset
spreadsheet referred to above, clamped together and the outside
connecting plates were soldered into position.

Insert Photo 4
Now that the viaduct curve had been developed, the way
forward was reasonably easy. Tray sections, 50mm across, were
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Diagram 2: Arrangement of 3 span approach to main span showing pier orientation and track offsets in relation to the spans. N.B.
the four span approach on the other side has offsets reducing by a quarter at each pier leading away from the main span.

Scribing reference mark on cross beam to allow for offset prior to soldering into position
fabricated and soldered onto the cross beams with the fence
posts forming the control on their lateral position.

Next came the sidewalks. These were formed of three staggered
lines of brass strip to represent planking. These were sweated
into place which created a high degree of rigidity. For those not
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Connecting plate between spans clamped ready for soldering on left and 3 span section clamped to straight edge and aligned to
curve to allow connecting plates outside face to be soldered on right.

Tray sections soldered into place on three span section
clear on the process, sweat soldering a joint involves applying
solder separately to each surface and then putting them against
each other and applying heat. The solder on both faces melts and
the items come together with a strong bond between the two. It
is a useful technique for lap joints as was being done with these.
The final soldering job was to attach the fence rails. These,
being the longest continuous brass sections on the entire
structure, were soldered in unison on each post gradually
moving along the structure. Even separation between each rail
was maintained by using a rod of the correct diameter for the

gap. A bit of flux and some solder on the iron was enough to fix
each joint. To prevent adjoining connections from detaching,
these were clamped in place on either side of the joint being
made to hold things in position. Thus even if the solder on these
joints melted, it didn’t matter since the clamps held everything
together.
Having completed the fence railing, the next job was to paint
the spans. I found a white etch primer spray paint available from
our local hardware store which has proved ideal for the job.
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Sidewalk assembly underway. The large iron is an essential for this. There is a lot of metal to heat up.

Attaching fence rails. The rod used to keep the gap between the rails constant is prominent
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Cleaning and painting the spans. The water blaster was most effective at getting rid of blobs, gunk and other unwanted detritus.
Following the spray painting, the sidewalks were painted matt
black to represent the tarred finish they had.
The last job was to install the track and ballast it. This was done
using my standard method of gluing the track down with PVA
glue. This was followed by an under layer of decorative fish
tank stone fixed down with diluted outdoor PVA glue mixed
with a dash of liquid soap applied with a syringe. This was
followed by a top layer of light grey granite ballast again glued
down in the same manner.

Just a word on the use of exterior PVA glue for this purpose
outdoors. I have had some feedback on alleged problems with

the use of PVA glue. My experience is that if the surface is
rained on within a few days of application, then there may be
problems with the ballast washing off. I had this issue when
ballasting the main line through the north yard. I first attempted
to do this in winter. It rained shortly after and large chunks
washed away. However provided the surface stays dry for a few
weeks following application, no problems seem to arise. It thus
appears that the glue needs some curing time before it becomes
weather proof. The north yard was fine once I fixed it the
following summer, Auchtertyre and Craigenarden Viaducts
were done in drier conditions and had no problems. These have

Track laid and testing for clearances using the largest pieces of stock. Interestingly the closest clearances were the L and M valve
gear which have about 3mm vertical clearance from the sidewalks.
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Ballasting the track. Note the track extension bottom right and polythene sheets separating the span sections. Also note the darker
under layer of cheaper coarse stone and the grey scale ballast overlay.
all survived for some time through all the seasons without
difficulty. Thus, I now have a policy of only ballasting indoors
and leaving the ballast to cure for a month before installing the
sections outside (where possible); or, as a fall back where this is
not possible, do the ballasting only in the summer as I did when
rectifying the north yard.
Prior to ballasting, gaps between the brass tray sheets were
sealed with runs of neat PVA glue. Exposed ends were also
dammed with timber offcuts to also prevent stone and dilute
PVA glue run off! Nonetheless newspaper was placed
underneath the whole thing as a precaution. This was 99%
successful and the newspaper only collected a small amount of
isolated run off.
The track at each end was extended over the abutments. This
was done so that they remain independent of the track. Thus
when it comes time to dismantle the railway the spans will be
able to be removed without damaging the track or the
abutments. Sheets of brass was glued to the underside of the
track in these areas to allow the ballast to continue over the
abutments. In addition, the ballast was gapped where the three

sections connected with the use of old plastic bags to create the
separation.
Having ballasted the track, the final job was to paint the rail
sides a suitable rust colour. Given the rail I use is stainless steel,
an etch primer was applied first before the final coat of rust
colour which was applied to the sides and the chairs. Good
music and regular supplies of cups of tea are a vital component
of this job. It took six days to do the whole thing!
The next article will cover the construction of the piers.
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Spans and track complete with just the tops of rails to be polished clean.

As we live on under COVID-19 Level 1
conditions, we have confirmed with the
Russley Golf Club Conference Centre our
booking for the venue for the Garden
Railway Convention, 6-8 February 2021.
We expect to send out a Convention
Newsletter about the middle of July together
with a Convention Registration Form.
To be on the mailing list send your contact
details to:
2021ngrc@culcreuchfold.org.nz or
3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400

Update from the USA
News has come to hand over recent weeks of the closing of two well known G Scale model railway manufacturers.
On 14th June 2020. Mike Wolf of MTH Electric Trains announced his retirement and production will cease in
May 2021.
On 28th May 2020 , Becky Coates announced that Hartland Locomotive Works had ceased production.
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NEXT GENERATION UNIVERSAL SOUNDCARDS FOR ONLY $99
For battery radio control or track power. Easy screwdriver installation. Remote control, available
separately, enables adjustments without dismantling the loco.
For Steam … synchronised, load sensitive chuff, 16 variable plain and chime
whistles, bell, safety valve, live steam injector, “All aboard”, guard’s whistle,
brake squeal and Westinghouse brake pump.
For Heavy Diesels … 6 adjustable, load sensitive engine types, 6 variable horns,
bell, brake release, engine start/stop, brake squeal, “All aboard”, guard’s whistle
and switchable turbocharger.
For Light Diesels … Soundcard with 100% recorded sounds including selectable horns,
brakes, two engines, guard, start up and shut down
For Electric Traction for locos and multiple units with 5 horns, 4 motor sounds, 2
compressors, brake release and more.
For Trams and Streetcars … with 3 bells/gongs, 8 horns/air whistles,
buzzer, brake and rail squeal, 3 compressors
and two motor sounds.

NEW

NEW

For Railbuses … 2 adjustable, load sensitive engine types, 5 horns, bell,
brake release, engine start/stop, etc.

www.mylocosound.com

Available from
Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Model Supplies
Phone: 03 551 2142 or 021 2646 945

Stock now on available in New Zealand

catered.

The 12th New Zealand Garden Railway
Convention hosted by the Christchurch Garden
Railway Group will be held over Waitangi
Weekend, 6-8 February 2021 based at the
Russley Golf Club Conference Centre,
Stableford Green, Christchurch. This is situated
off Memorial Avenue, less than 10 minutes from
Christchurch International Airport and close to
numerous Hotels, Motels and BnBs.
A full programme of clinics, hands on
workshops, layout visits and social times
together with Buy, Sell and Swap tables will be
provided. All meals will be professionally

To receive personal updates, and Registration Forms, advise your name and contact details to :
2021ngrc@culcreuchfold.org.nz or 2021 Convention 3 Church Street, Rangiora 7400
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Crest Revolution Remote Control System for G
Scale Battery Power
Sold as Transmitter Only, Transmitter and Receiver,
Sound Decoder Only, or Transmitter and Power Pack
for Track Power
Sounds, and operation controlled by push buttons
Handheld can hold up to 50 locos
Can be wired to any G Scale Locomotive, or plug-nplay for Aristo craft Locomotives
NZ DistributorContact:
Phone: (04) 2338555
Email: sales@mackstrack.co.nz

Sunset Valley Railroad
Thinking of going pneumatic for your switch (turnout)
operation? Our comprehensive system is simple to install
and use, and it has proven to be very reliable in service
with all metal components, not plastic. Compatible with
the old Del-Air and E-Z Aire systems. Nearly every
product made in the USA
www.sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
pete@sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
+1 253 862 6748
New Zealand distributor
Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Model Supplies
cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz
Phone: 03 551 2142

COMING EVENTS
July 4-5 2020
July 11-12 2020
July 18-19 2020
September 20 2020
October 3-4 2020
February 6-8 2021
May 30- June 5 2021
2022
2023

CANCELLED Ashburton Model Train Show
Hobby Expo, Taupo
Mercury Bay MRC Exhibition
Model Train Swap & Display, Tinwald
The BIG Model Train Show, Christchurch
12th NZ Garden Railway Convention, Christchurch
36th Garden Railway Convention, Nashville, TN, USA
37th Garden Railway Convention, Denver, CO, USA
38h Garden Railway Convention, Santa Clara CA, USA

Quality 45 mm gauge brass track for indoor or outdoor use. Code 332 rail
compatible with all overseas tracks
Now available in 5ft (1.5m) lengths, comprising 2 lengths of rail, plastic
sleepers with two rail joiners, for only $53.00, plus postage, at cost. Track is in
“Kit form”.
Why pay $80.00 or more for imported track when you can purchase locally.
Postage is the most cost efficient method to send the track. 3m lengths also
available, but need to be shipped by truck.
North Island orders will be despatched from Auckland.
Contact: Graeme Quayle Phone 09 416 7600 gray.quayle@xtra.co.nz
South Island orders will be despatched from Rangiora.
Contact: Ian C Galbraith Phone 03 551 2142 cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz
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Club Events and Contacts
Auckland:
July 26 2020: Simon Sharp, 226 Glamorgan Drive, Northcross Auckland from 2:00pm
August 2020: Andrew Stevens ,New Lynn. Date to be advised.
Club Contact: Auckland Garden Railway Society Inc Email: gardenrailauckland@gmail.com
Philip Sharp, Ph: 09 600 2157

Waikato:

Running Days/Meetings cancelled until further notice
Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato. Email: sandnlipsey@gmail.com
Stefan Lipsey, P O Box 612, Waikato Mail Centre, Hamilton, 3240, Ph: 07 859 3650

Wairarapa:
Nothing planned until at least September
Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group. Email: Lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz
C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton. Ph 06 370 3790.

Wellington:
July 19 2020: - Brent Thompson Camborne Railway, 6 Bodmin Terrace, Camborne. Will be email
cancellation notification Saturday evening if wet.
Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group. Email: cdrowley@xtra.co.nz
Coordinator: Chris Drowley, 47 Chester Road, Tawa 5028, Ph: 0274 496 907

Christchurch:
July 19 2020: Mid-Winter Luncheon, 12:30pm Woolston Club Inc, 43 Hargood St., Woolston, Christchurch
Details to follow. Meal is on a pay per person basis
Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Group: Email: Secy@culcreuchfold.org.nz
Secretary/Treasurer: Ian C Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400 Ph 03 5512142
President: Andrew Wilson, 021 273 3047

The Garden Whistle is published monthly by the Christchurch Garden Railway Group and features news from various
G scale Groups in New Zealand.
Each club is a separate identity and the contact details may be found above.
Contributions of articles and/or photos are always welcome. Photos should be sent as separate jpg attachments.
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the Editor, Executive, or members of the
Christchurch Garden Railway Group
Editor: Ian C Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400.
Email: GW@culcreuchfold.org.nz

